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Questions CDP will frequently receive

- How can I improve my level of disclosure?
- How do I achieve a higher performance rating?
- How can I view & benchmark my industry in an easy to manage format?
- What are investors doing with this data?
- Can CDP educate me in carbon reporting?
- Can you give me more in-depth feedback into my response?
- Can you show me what a best-in-class answer for this question looks like?
Reporter Services

1-2-1 account manager
To drive through the key service deliverables, and assist with general support

Insights & roundtables
- Webinars that aim to stimulate discussion and seek best practice in carbon reporting
- Round table investor discussion
- Potential profile building opportunities

Disclosure Support
- In-depth 2013 feedback
- Questionnaire roadmap report
- Reporting efficiency, reducing the burden & best practice.
- Response Check
- 2014 feedback

Data
- Unlimited data access in easy to use format
- Benchmarking support
- Top scoring answers report
- Full support and data advice
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Cost summary

Membership options:

- Climate change membership 1-year = £7,500 or €9,300

- Climate change 3-year = £6,750 per year or €8,370

- We are also developing a similar service for those who disclose to CDP water. A small pilot group of pioneering members are being collated. Please enquire if you are interested.

“Our membership in CDP Reporter Services greatly exceeded our expectations, in large part due to outstanding service and support from our dedicated account manager.”

- Michal Pelzig, Manager, Reporting, Hess Corporation